Statistical thermodynamics allows us to estimate atomistic interactions in interstitial non-stoichiometric compounds MX x through analysis of experimentally determined pressure-temperature-composition (PTC) relationships for MX x being in equilibrium with X 2 in gaseous state ( ) 
Introduction
Statistical thermodynamic analysis procedures were comprehensively summarized by Fowler and Guggenheim in a classical monograph published in 1949 [1] . Statistical thermodynamics is considered as a bridge connecting between invisible atomistic scale microscopic world and experimentally observable ma- Statistical thermodynamic parameters evaluated for extensive range of interstitial non-stoichiometric compounds including hydride, carbide, nitride, phosphide and sulfide were compiled in a monograph published by the author [2] that included calculation results reported by 2012 [3] - [46] . All these analyses [2] - [48] were made accepting an a priori assumption of constant interaction energy ( )
E X X −
between nearest-neighbour interstitial atoms X within a homogeneity composition range of MX x lattice at arbitrary T. Parameter values estimated for M's in the same group in the Periodic Table of the Elements for given X were comparable to each other. This evidence appeared to support validity of the a priori assumption of the constant ( ) 
Statistical Thermodynamic Analysis Procedure

Fundamental Equations
Generalized fundamental formulae proposed for this line of analysis of interstitial non-stoichiometric condensed phase MX x are as follows. 
but that for bcc (body centred cubic) lattice is expressed as
taking into account second nearest neighbour interactions, ( )
to openness of the atom packing in the bcc crystal lattice [2] [8] [18] .
On the other hand, geometrical factor β to ( ) (1) Value of θ to fulfill the a priori assumption of constant ( )
homogeneity range of MX x at arbitrary T is usually close to the solubility limit of X in the MX x . For example, in the statistical thermodynamic analysis of hypo-stoichiometric Cr 2 N phase, θ was chosen to be 0.50 to fulfill the condition of 
Analysis Procedure
At the onset of the analysis, isothermal A vs. x plots must be prepared from available isothermal PC relationship at arbitrary T using Equation (1) 
within homogeneity composition range of MX x at arbitrary T, θ yielding linear A vs. x relationship over entire homogeneity composition range of MX x must be chosen for the subsequent calculations.
Then, from the intercept g(T) calculated using Equation (1), K(T) vs. T relationship must be drawn using Equation (2) . Term Q on the right hand side in Equation (2) refers to extent of stabilization of atom X in the MX x lattice due to formation of X M − bonds in the MX x lattice while the coefficient ( )
 to T refers to electronic contribution to entropy term in thermodynamic sense. In fact, partition function ( ) X f T of X atom in the MX x lattice is a T-dependent function as represented by Equation (4) but, as the T range of statistical thermodynamic analysis for MX x is typically no wider than 500 K, it has been a common practice to approximate ( ) X f T as a T-independent constant term [2] - [48] . As represented by Equation (5) 
Some Insights Drawn from Statistical Thermodynamic
Analysis Results for Interstitial Non-Stoichiometric Compounds
Stability of X in FeXx Lattice
As might be understood from expressions for fundamental equations reviewed given M lattice difficult through conventional thermodynamic analysis. In contrast, statistical thermodynamic analysis results allow us to compare straightforwardly the relative stability of different X's in a given M as seen in Table 1 for M = Fe and X = H, C, N, P and S [20] .
The more stable the X in Fe lattice the more negative would become ( )
Q X
in FeX x lattice. That is, according to Table 1 , the stability of X in Fe lattice would decrease in the order of C N P S H > > > > (8) implying that C is the most stable and H is the least stable in Fe lattice. Further, it is notice in Table 1 that, for given X, stability in Fe lattice would vary depending on the lattice structure of Fe
implying that the most stable state of C in Fe is realized in molten state, that of N in γ phase and that of H in α phase.
In Table 1 , θ value of some MX x is not specified uniquely. This is due to inherent difficulty of determining exactly the value of θ for statistical thermodynamic analysis in very dilute interstitial solution under certain circumstances as discussed in some detail in [15] .
First cases of statistical thermodynamic analysis for very dilute interstitial solutions was made in [11] in which a priori condition of constant ( ) E X X − was set to fulfill the condition
noting the reality that, in the very dilute interstitial compound, there must be no neighbouring interstitial atom around any interstitial atom.
However, when solutions of H, C and N in α-Fe was investigated in terms of statistical thermodynamics, unambiguous specification of θ to fulfill condition (12) was difficult but, instead, when θ value was taken to be greater than certain threshold value, estimated value of Q converged to a constant level whereas, in the range of θ smaller than the threshold level, estimated value of Q showed steady variation with varying θ (cf. Figure 2 in [15] ). On account of this situation, unique specification of θ was given up for some very dilute interstitial compounds and, as a compromising solution, θ value which must have been greater than the threshold level was used for the analysis because, by so doing, realistic value for Q was evaluated as discussed in [15] although value of the product Zf X varied as a function of θ in the range of θ where Q value became constant with θ. On the other hand, it was felt difficult to appreciate rationally the variation pattern of θ with y in the range of y higher than 0.4 at first glance. However, as seen in Figure 3 , Q values determined in the range of 0.4 ≤ y < 1 was consant with y being represented approximately by
Atom Clustering in
implying formation of 4 Cr/2 Fe cluster as depicted in Figure 4 (c).
Detected deviation of θ vs. y relationship from the one represented by 4 y θ = (16) in Figure 2 was interpreted to be the consequence of Guinier-Preston zone type planar extensiton of 4 Cr/2 Fe clusters as detected in Figure 4 (c).
To explain why θ vs. y relationship in range of y between 0.4 and 0.9 in Figure   2 deviated from the relationsip defined by Equation (16) It is intriguing to note that no evidence of existence of 2 M/4 Fe cluster as depicted in Figure 4 (b) was detected for A 1−y B y X x type interstitial non-stopichiometric compounds analyzed so far.
Design Guideline for H Permeable Alloy Membrane
Yukawa and collaborators at Nagoya University 
for screening of H permeation alloy membrane from among the candidate alloys 
Then, by concentration gradient along the membrane thickness, absorbed H in the A 1−y M y lattice is subjected to diffusion towards the outlet side of the membrane. On the reaction (20) to proceed at the inlet side of the membrane, condition (18) is certainly favourable to suck faster the H atoms into the A 1−y M x lattice from the inlet side surface.
Then, on release of the transported H atoms through the outlet side surface of the A 1−y M y membrane, successive inverse reactions, (19) and (20) in this order, must proceed to recombine the absorbed monatomic H atoms in the A 1−y M y X x alloy lattice to be released in form of diatomic H 2 gas molecules. For this process of H 2 release to take place faster on the outlet side of the membrane surface, condition (17) is considered to be of convenience.
As such, simultaneous fulfillment of conditions, (17) and (18) 
Constant-a(C) Curves in γ-FeCx Phase
On account of pragmatic industrial importance of steel materials, intensive efforts have been invested on characterizing basic phase relationship for Fe-C binary system in equilibrium state. Taking advantage of abundance of equilibrium data for binary Fe-C system with high qualitative precision, statistical thermodynamic analysis for Fe-C system [20] was done choosing experimental data reported by Ban-ya et al. [54] in which chemical activity a(C) of C in equilibrium with γ-FeC x was varied widely through control of p(CO)/p(CO 2 ) ratio instead of using C in solid state.
In common experimental equilibrium study of metal carbide, excess graphite (reference state of C) is arranged to co-exist in the synthesized carbide MC x . Under such condition, a(C) is fixed to be 1 and, as such, influence of a(C) on x in MC x cannot be evaluated.
From the statistical thermodynamic analysis, values of θ and Q listed for γ-FeC x in Table 1 were calculated and constant-a(C) curves as reproduced in Figure 6 were drawn [20] . This presentation of Figure 6 might be of no practical industrial importance but must be of fundamental significance towards profound 
Conclusions
A few example cases of estimating properties of interstitial non-stoichiometric compounds with potential industrial applications on the basis of atomic interaction parameters evaluated by statistical thermodynamic analysis were demonstrated in this review article. Looking at the variation pattern of θ parameter value referring to number of available interstitial sites per metal atom M (M might be pure M, A 1−y B y type substitutional alloy or AZ z type compound containing another interstitial constituent Z besides interstitial constituent X) with respect to change of y or z, significant insight in atom clustering tendency in the condensed phase might be gained. There are several other materials properties predictable by referring to statistical thermodynamic analysis results including interstitial site occupation information for intermetallic alloys. Interested readers are advised to refer to original papers by the author [8] [12] [18] to look into further details.
The reviewed standardized statistical thermodynamic analysis procedure accepting an a priori assumption of constant ( )
in MX x within homogeneity composition range at arbitrary T was proved applicable to interstitial compound holding metallic characteristics but this analysis procedure is not applicable to non-stoichiometric compounds with ionic bonding characteristics like non-stoichiometric oxide.
Compared with standardized conventional thermodynamic analysis procedure to determine enthalpy, entropy and a few types of free energies through well-established mathematical procedure, statistical thermodynamic analysis is quite tedious demanding reliable PCT data set at least at three different T levels over certain range of p(X 2 ) and additional necessity for composing realistic statistical model. This is certainly a drawback of statistical thermodynamic analysis compared with conventional thermodynamics but this feature of statistical thermodynamic approach might be considered as a merit in some sense as the evaluated interaction parameters possess unambiguous physical significance provided that the statistical model used for the analysis is a valid one.
